
If everything goes well, we will leave by plane tomorrow Thursday night to England. 
Since arriving at the hospital we have been waiting for this moment. 

We have been impossible to predict what is good for Zoe, and always hoping that 
everything will be fine, including and especially tomorrow. A trip that we could almost 
qualify as " Princely " but remains especially " medicalised " above all. 

Starting with the acquisition of a new wheelchair, with head support this time and 
therefore adapted to our new condition. 

For the comfort of Zoé, we have upgraded two of our plane tickets for each of our 
flights so that it can benefit from the best possible travel conditions. 

As a precaution and also to reassure us, we will have an emergency doctor to travel 
with us from the Monterrey hospital where we are currently, and until our arrival in 
London. 

From London, we booked a private ambulance to take Zoé and me to Southampton 
General Hospital to keep Zoe at least one night in observation. Dad will go back to 
his car with our friend Stevie and all our suitcases. And we will take it in turn  to 
prepare / adapt the house and so that Zoe will be in good hands. 

Luckily we can count on the funds raised during the September 2017 auction 
organized by the Gignac family and exclusively reserved for Zoe's medical care to 
finance the expenses of our stay in intensive care, those of our stay in the room, the 
wheelchair and the fees of our doctor and the time of his absence. 
 
Our upgrades, the flights of our doctor, a night of hotel / meal, the private ambulance 
remaining at our charge but funded by your generous donations to all, thank you 
again. 
 

Tonight, we would like to thank all the people who close or far helped us see a little 
light at the end of this tunnel that seems endless for a month. A big thank you to our 
friend Sonia and Max from Aeromexico London for having wanted to push our plane 
seats, to Martha from Aeromexico Monterrey for having us booked tickets for our 
doctor at a lower cost, to Daniela for getting us a better price for our upgrades, to the 
wife of André-Pierre Déborah for allowing us the many payments a little everywhere, 
to the medical team of ICU, our nurses, our super physiotherapist David, our doctor 
who will travel with us and has been checking on a daily basis that everything has 
been organised correctly, John Salmon for the ambulance, Stevie who will come and 
pick us up at the airport, our Southampton medical team for their support to come. 
And then of course, a huge thank you also to Cordelia and her big family, which 
welcomed us generously for a month at their home (and Ana for giving up her room) 
visited Zoe every day, we always came in to help with translations, regulations, 
problems, phone call, information, etc. ). Their company and support that will have 
been so precious in these difficult times. 

And all our other amazing friends from here who will have asked to see us, to come 
say goodbye, to know our English friend Naomi, our Chilean friends Carol, our 
friends from Saltillo Dayana, Julia, Paty, Diego, Betty and Ivan. Our friend Mariana, 
Maria. Our friends Rick and Emanuel that we will unfortunately have missed. 

These difficult kissing, these prayers, these "good luck", these looks, which remind 
you of the difficulty of your situation. We have spent 3 years with these departures 
and the one tomorrow will not be easier. 


